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[examines Whitman's love of homer's Iliad, "an epic about love between comrades," the "emotional center" of which "is not marriage, but death," a "sea-borne epic" with which he has deep affinities; probes the significance of "this strange alignment between a reputedly 'american' poetry and an ancient greek epic, dominated by the end of life and the burst of love it occasions"; seeks to find what this alignment might tell us about "the relation between american poetry and the poetry of the world," an "accumulative" poetry that draws from "tributaries running over the course of many centuries"; examines the way "Whitman shifts . . . from one prenational past to another," moving through "non-western antiquity," the "asiatic Bible," "egypt and greece" to plot "the coordinates of the world that will filter and fiber the poetry of the united [examines the 1856 edition of Leaves of Grass as "the first reprinted edition," one that "demonstrates at numerous levels a rich engagement with the advantages and disadvantages of reprinting," including the reprinting of his 1855 poems, the reprinting of his 1855 preface as a poem, the reprinting of emerson's 1855 letter to him, and the reprinting of reviews of his 1855 edition; argues that in this edition "Whitman repositions Leaves of Grass as a response to a call that originates elsewhere," experimenting with address in these poems to indicate his "willingness to cede mastery in favor of an exploration and revaluation of passivity, secondarity, and responsiveness"; focuses on Whitman's reply to emerson's letter, "poem of Salutation," and "poem of the propositions of nakedness," and concludes that "reprinting Leaves of Grass became an opportunity for Whitman to develop techniques for extending his poetic voice, using poetic and publishing strategies that draw our attention elsewhere for an account of origins, cultivate a range of possible responses, and allow a voice we will come to recognize as Whitman's to emerge in their very midst [examines Whitman's major disciples, arguing that they "offer an alternative way of understanding Whitman, one largely excluded from modern criticism," viewing him as a "religious prophet"; separate chapters tell the stories of how the various disciples read Whitman during the poet's own lifetime: Chapter one, "William o'Connor and John Burroughs: reading Whitman's new Bible" (14-50); Chapter two, "anne gilchrist: infatuation and Discipleship" (51-96); Chapter three, "r.
